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Sign Maintenance Considerations 

Signage is one of the most important investments to make for any business. The last thing you want is 
for your sign to deteriorate in a short period of time after spending time and money designing it. 

We use the latest materials and technologies on every sign we manufacture. However, eventually every 
sign will still need some level of maintenance.  

Consider these common types of damage and keep in mind that they may affect the visual impact of 
your sign. Taking the necessary steps to maintain your sign can make a big difference in how long your 
sign lasts.  

Structural Repairs 

Apart from the human element, inclement weather can 
also cause damage to your sign. If a structural part of your 
sign is damaged, it’s crucial you address the issue as soon 
as possible. Small damage to any exterior sign will 
increasingly get worse if left unrepaired. 
Click here to view our warranty policies. 

Wear and Tear 

Weather is a big factor on the wear and tear of any type of 
outdoor sign. Moisture, temperature exposure and the sun 
all have damaging effects. The lifespan of your sign 
depends on location, maintenance, and materials used. Sign Fab keeps this in mind 
by using materials that are resistant to these weather factors for a number of years. 

Dirt 
 
Let’s face it, dust gets everywhere. Layers of dirt are inevitable with exterior signs. The wind keeps dust 
and dirt particles in the air, and eventually, those may come to settle in the crevices of your signs. 
Having a regular leaning routine will keep your sign looking professional.  

Different signs require different cleaning techniques but generally a quick wash or rub down can get 
most dirt off and make your sign look like new again. 
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Lighting 

A poorly lit sign stands very little chance of bringing in people off the 
street. If your sign has any electrical components or lighting features, 
make sure you stay on top of the maintenance. Burned-out LEDs or bulbs 
can make your sign look unprofessional. 

Vandalism 

There may be times when your signs become targets of vandalism. Your 
sign might be salvageable depending on the damage caused. But, if you’re not sure if you should repair 
or replace, reach out our sales representatives and we will guide you in the right direction! 

Fading 

The sun can be extremely damaging and ultraviolet rays can fade the colors of your sign over time. The 
good news is that you may be able to have the sign easily restored with fresh prints, vinyl or coats of 
paint.  

Whether your sign was made with vinyl or digital print there are many options to have it replaced. The 
vinyl we carry has a 7-year durability rating, and the digital print material we carry has a 2-4-year 
durability rating. This type of maintenance is affordable and can significantly improve the overall 
appearance of your sign. 

Outdated Information 

Most companies usually have this in mind when building their signs, but keeping in mind room for 
upgrades never hurt anyone. You will want to make sure all your signage features current information. 

Sign Maintenance Upgrades 

There will come a time when you will have to replace your sign. New signage can be an opportunity to 
expand your brand or try something new.  

We have a variety of signage solutions for all applications and budgets. If you’re looking to upgrade 
please talk to one of our sales representatives or get a quote. We invite you to learn more about what 
Sign Fab can do for you. 
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